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Malaysia Airlines Jet Made 'Tactical Aviation Maneuvers': Law
Enforcement Officials
U.S. officials are focusing on the possibility that at least one of the
Malaysia Airlines pilots is responsible for the disappearance of flight MH
370 after new information revealed the plane performed "tactical
evasion maneuvers" after it disappeared from radar. U.S. authorities
believe only a person with extensive flight or engineering experience
could have executed the maneuvers. They also are suspicious of what
appeared to be attempts to evade radar. Watch Video Report

UK paper: Claimed 9/11-like plot being reviewed after MH370
Authorities are revisiting a suspected al Qaeda plot to hijack a Malaysian airliner
following the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines flight MH370, The
Telegraph reported. Pointing to a court testimony by al Qaeda terrorist-turnedinformer Saajid Badat, the paper reported him as saying that the mastermind
behind an alleged conspiracy to hijack a Malaysian plane is Khalid Sheikh
Mohammed, the main planner of the September 11, 2001 attacks in the US dubbed “9/11”. Read more

Taiwan’s Interior minister inspects airport security
Following the disappearance of a Malaysia Airlines plane, inspection
measures at Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport must be raised to the
highest level, Minister of the Interior Chen Wei-jen (陳威仁) said
yesterday during an inspection of the airport. Apart from providing quality
service, all security inspection operations at the airport must be raised to
“the standard of counter-terrorist operations in countries such as the US and Israel,” he said. Read more

Is Beacon Technology Coming to Airport?
Beacon technology has been hailed as a game-changer in retail – but will it be used
at airports? The technology uses Bluetooth to trigger the display of information on
phones and tablets relevant to the specific location and context of the user. SITA Lab,
the technology research team of air transport industry IT provider SITA, has
conducted trials of beacon technology at airports to investigate if it could be used.
Read more

Airport safety technology not being used
Sources told Eyewitness News the runway traffic lights President
Barack Obama is pushing for millions of dollars to bring to Charlotte
Douglas International Airport are already there. Similar to street traffic
lights, these lights are installed in runways as an added safety
measure for pilots. Channel 9 asked why they are not being used.
Read more
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Malaysian woman who breached checkpoint granted discharge
The Malaysian woman caught after slipping past immigration officers at
Woodlands Checkpoint on January 17, was on Friday granted a discharge not
amounting to an acquittal. Nurul Rohana Ishak, 27, was repatriated to Malaysia,
the Immigration and Checkpoints Authority said. The prosecution had withdrawn
the three charges against her, following a report from the Institute of Mental
Health that she was of unsound mind. Read more

Suicide car bomb kills two in Lebanon
A suicide bomb explosion killed two people and injured 14 on a highway near
Nabi Uthman in Lebanon's Bekaa valley, according to Lebanon's official news
agency NNA. The suicide bomber was speeding and raised the suspicion of a
number of young men, NNA reports. When he stopped, the bomb exploded. A
group called "Free Sunni Brigade in Baalbek" was the first to claim responsibility
for the bombing on Twitter. Read more

Armed Forces of the Philippines complete CBRN simulation training
with U.S. Army
The Armed Forces of the Philippines, with the support of a U.S. Army CBRN Support Command, recently
completed a CBRNE simulation training exercise to increase national preparedness in the event of a terrorist
attack. The exercise, which took place at Camp Aguinaldo, involved two vehicles traveling through town that
were carrying explosives. The AFP called its bomb squad, who successfully defused the first explosive.
Read more

India to engage more with Asean on sea-lane security
INDIA is concerned about the possible effect of competing territorial claims in the South China Sea on trade
and investment and would like more “effective engagement” with the Asean countries to keep the sea lanes
and communication lines open. Countering transnational crimes such as piracy and terrorism are important
priorities. The economic dynamism of the region and the rise of China in recent years have generated a
whole set of uncertainties and anxieties among countries of the region. Read more

10,000 Qantas jobs could go offshore despite safety fears: unions
As many as 10,000 Qantas jobs, including maintenance staff, could be sent offshore, despite fresh concerns
about safety. Embattled Qantas boss Alan Joyce on Friday refused to rule out additional job losses to the
5000 recently announced if proposed changes to the Qantas Sale Act allowed the iconic airline to locate
more of its business offshore. Read more
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9 creative ways to smuggle contraband across borders
Smugglers are always working to be one step ahead of the border police. In some cases, they have gotten
seriously creative. Here's some of the most impressive attempts:
1. Cigarettes in logs
2. Cocaine submarine
3. Marijuana cannon
4. Man as car seat
5. Cocaine cast
6. Cat phone
7. Cocaine oranges
8. Cocaine breast implants
Watch Videos
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